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Context
• Part of a collaborative project including team members from Physics 

Education Research (PER) and Research in Undergraduate 
Mathematics Education (RUME) communities. Primary project goals 
include investigating student learning of math in physics contexts and 
developing curricular materials on target topics
• Previous work analyzed written data including 6 graded quizzes, 1 

exam, and 5 ungraded quizzes, collected in an intermediate level 
Math Methods course at CSUF over 8 years in 7 different semesters
• New data includes six one-on-one think-aloud interviews with 

undergraduate students who had taken the Math Methods course

Interview Tasks

Framework
• Concept image framework as described by Tall and Vinner [2] 

chosen to analyze interviews because elements of students’ reasoning 
had larger grain size than resources
• A concept image is the entire cognitive structure that exists in a 

students mind that relates to a concept, a specific element of a 
concept image is called an evoked concept image
• Allows for the possibility of a restricted concept image; meaning 

only a portion of the full concept image is being used
• If a student’s concept image is restricted they may struggle with 

problems requiring a broader understanding of the subject 
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Task A: How would you 
express this function 
mathematically?

Task B: Is a0 for this 
function positive, negative 
or zero?

Task C: Is a0 for this function 
positive, negative or zero?
Is b3 for this function positive, 
negative or zero?

Fourier Series 
Evoked Concept 

Images

Task D: Which 
coefficients would have 
different values than 
those for Task C?

Intercept gives a0:
• Student B: “The point on the y-axis is below the x-

axis. So it’s like the initial area is already negative.”
• Student D: “I was looking at the origin and it was 

already dropped down.”

Task B
• Student E: “this, to me is pretty much a cosine graph 

[…] so then I would think that all bn terms are zero.”
• Student F: “its […] an odd function, therefore the 

cosine terms wouldn’t really be applicable here.”

Symmetry: Task C

Index as spatial variable:
Student F:

Task AArea under the curve:
• Student A: “The curve is more positive now? So I 

feel like the a0 would be positive?”
• Student C: “I’m guessing the other ones [an and bn] 

would also change because […] it’s like moved up 
so there’s more positive under the curve?”

Task D

Findings
• Concept images seemed to be a productive way of analyzing our data
• Some elements were absent from students’ concept images, e.g., the 

connection between Fourier series and vector spaces
• Task A doesn’t evoke elements of a Fourier series concept image for 

most students; some gave nested trigonometric functions as answers
• Student understanding of Fourier analysis closely tied to computation
• Some elements tied to the symbolic form of the equations


